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Candidates strut their 
stuff at campus forum 
by DARREN CROVITZ 
News editor 
Late on a stormy Monday afternoon 
this past week, Student Body Presiden,tial and 
Vice-Presidential candidates convened at the 
Wild Pizza for a SGA-sponsored public fo-
rum to present their platforms for the upcom-
ing elections. Punctuated by thunder rum-
bling through the building, each candidate 
presented his vision for SG leadership to a 
sparse but attentive audience of about 40 
students. 
Three tickets remain on the ballot for 
next week: Mike Hess, former Interim Stu-
dent Body President, with running-mate 
Brooks Emerson; senate member Kevin 
Koenig, with Dominic Fariello in the VP slot; 
and Aaron Scavron, who has served as SG 
Asst. Chief Justice, running with Stacey 
George. The forum began with each presiden-
tial candidate addressing the gathering from 
the podium, followed by ahalf-hourquestion-
and-answer session with each ticket fully 
represented on stage. 
Hess was first in presenting his case for 
presidential consideration, and drew immedi-
ate attention to his experience within the halls 
of student government. Among his objectives 
included instituting campus-wide SG memos 
detailing all government expenditures, and 
pursuing plans for a much larger Fitness 
Center. 
Following Hess's remarks, Koenig took 
center stage. The former SG senator spoke 
briefly of redirecting SG attention back to-
wards the student body, and restoring a re-
spectful SGA tradition at UCF. Koenig 
pledged his support on a state level, vowing to 
deal directly with Tallahassee when neces-
sary in regard to student concerns. 
Finally, Aaron Scavron took the stage 
with his running-mate, Stacey Geo~ge. Both 
members of the ticket took turns speaking of 
their plans for the coming year. Predominant 
among Scavron's ideas is establishing UCF 
as a credible economic proving ground and 
prep-site to boost local business interest and 
to increase post-graduate student employ-
ment. Scavron concluded his remarks with a 
list of incentives designed to increase school 
spirit at UCF. 
Accompanied by their Vice-Presiden-
tial hopefuls, the candidates next stood en 
masse before the assembly, fielding ques-
tions from the audience. Concerned student 
Tom Amundrud began the session, querying 
Hess, Koenig, and Scavron as to the almost-
secretive nature of the forum, pointing out the 
noticeable lack of publicity for the event. The 
photo/SAGINARIO 
Campus life, unfortunately, includes health fees--use your voice & vote! 
Health fee to face campus 
referendum in election 
by DARREN CROVITZ 
News editor 
With the diversity that characterizes 
the UCF population, one of the few com-
mon denominators for all students is the 
Student Health Fee. On every fee invoice 
for every student attending UCF resides the 
same number-$47.30-tacked on to tu-
ition charges for a total semester's charges. 
Soon, however, students will be given 
the chance to express their opinions regard-
ing this mandatory cost. The Student Gov-
ernment Presidential Elections, slated for 
Tuesday and Wednesday, September 24 
and 25 (for the main ~F campus,) will 
most likely feature a Referendum that will 
poll student attitude towards the Health Fee 
Students will have four options when 
voting. The first-repealing the fee-would 
most likely result in privatization of the 
Health Center, and a "per visit" system of 
charging students for visits. Option two 
would prorate the Health Fee. This option 
would probably favor those students who, ' 
for example, have only one class and yet 
under the current guidelines must still pay 
the same charge for health services. Prorat-
ing the system would allow students to be 
charged individually, per credit hour, and 
may result in students taking more than 
twelve hours paying more in the future. 
Option three would leave the Health 
Fee in its current state, at a standard per 
semester rate for all students, regardless of 
credit hours taken. 
Finally, students have the option of 
writing in their own suggestions for renova-
tion of the Health Fee policy. 
Rosibel Monserrate, Chief Elections 
Commisioner, notes that even though the 
Health Fee Referendum was originally slated 
for the cancelled spring Presidential Elections 
of last year, the measure most likely will be 
included on next week's ballot. 
The Referendum is designed to give 
students a voice in the selection of a Health 
Fee policy. It is not a legally binding docu-
ment, but rather one that expresses the opin-
ion of the student body ofUCF. This opinion, 
of course, carries weight with the UCF Ad-
ministration and the Board of Regents, and 
will likely be addressed by the incoming 
Student President and the SGA. 
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INVESTORS EXPO '96: 
The nation's largest and most impor-
tant conference on investing will be 
presented by the National Association 
oflnvestors Corporation (NAIC). Visit 
representatives from more than 150 of 
America's leading publicly traded 
companies. Attend FREE educational 
seminars presented by nationally-re-
nowned_ experts. For more info, call 
Buena Vista Palace Hotel in the Walt 
Disney Village (407) 897-2661. 
FOR YOUR HEART: 
On Sept. 22 the American Heart Asso-
ciation will present the 1996 Metro Or-
lando Healthy Choice American Heart 
Walk along with Florida Hospital at 
Lake Eola beginning at 7:30 a.m. For 
more information about taking a walk in 
the park, please call 843-1330. 
THE CYBER WITHIN: 
Ifyouareinterestedinwritingforthe21st 
Century, then hop on our cyberwaves 
and surf the net here at The Central 
F!,orida Future. We are actively looking 
for knowledgeable people to be our 
internet writers.You willleamcool things. 
E-mail cffuture@gdi.net 
FOR ROCKERS: 
Music Search '96 is looking for some 
serious rockers. Please submit a three 
song caf:sette no later than Sept. 30 and 
get a chance to win a production deal. 
Interested parties should call 1 (888) 
8MUSIC8. 
SAVE THE MANATEE: 
Central Florida restaurants will join 
forces for the first annual "Taste of 
Orlando" to benefit the Save the Mana-
tee Club on October I I, 12and 13. For 
more info call 800-414-0650. 
PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC: 
The 4th Annual Alachua MUSIC Har-
vest (presented _by GAMA inc.) will 
run October 4, 5, and 6 at the Alachua 
County Fairgrounds in Gainesville. The 
festival features George Clinton and 
the P-Funk All-Stars, Bootsy Collins, 
Parliament, Funkadelic, Brides of 
Funkenstein, Bernie Worrell, They 
Might Be Giants, and over 50 of 
Florida's best original bands. Three-
day weekend passes are only $15 in 
advance, and are available at 
TicketMaster Call (352) 375-6427 for 
more information. 
Candidates present platforms 
CANDIDATES, from page 1 For the next twenty minutes, all six 
executive branch candidates answered que-
candidates took turns responding, prom- ries ranging from addressing diversity on 
)sing u~animously to make student gov- campus to re-establishing trust with the stu-
emment a campus-wide interest for stu- dent body. PresidentJohn C. Hitt concluded 
dents. the forum, and spoke of his hopes that next 
The atmosphere inside the Wild week's election will begin to "restore integ-
. Pizza soon began to mirror the inclement rity and the system of checks and balances" 
weather outside as another student vehe- to student government. Hitt then urged stu-
mently peppered the panel with ques- dentstoattendthePresidentialdebate,sched-
tions concerning last year's SGA mis- uledfor5:30pmonThursday,Sep.19atthe 
management. Hess defended his contro- Wild Pizza. The event will be sponsored by 
versial stance of supporting the the Campus Activities Board. 
administration's decisio11 to suspend stu- - Elections begin on Monday, Sept. 23 
dent government last spring, while for the Brevard and Daytona campuses; 
Koenig similarly stood firm, insisting his UCF' s main campus will hold elections on 
own non-involvement with the affair, bothTuesday,Sep.24andWednesday,Sep. 
though Hess mentioned later that. the 25. TheCentralFloridaFuturewillpresent 
judicial branch "rolled over" facing pres- a special Election Day issue next Tuesday, 
sure from the administration rather than with profiles of all candidates and their 
taking a more assertive approach. respective platforms. 
ETAN SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY.IS ACCEPTING APPLI-
CATIONS FOR FIELD REPRESENTATIVES. APPLICANTS 
MUST HAVE THE HOURS BETWEEN 1-PM - 4PM AVAIL-
ABLE TO GO OUT TO AT LEAST 5 SCHOOLS A WEEK 
PRESENTING ETAN SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY SER-
VICES TO VARIOUS COACHES AND OTHER SCHOOL 
REPRESENTATIVES. STARTING PAY IS $110 A WEEK 
BEFORE TAXES, OR $22 A SCHOOL. THIS INCLUDES 
GAS, MILEAGE, AND WEAR & TEAR ON YOUR CAR. YOU 
WILL BE ABLE TO CONTROL YOUR WORK WEEK. THIS 
COULD BE A GOOD SECOND JOB. ETAN SPORTS IS 
OWNED AND OPERATED BY MR. JEFFERY L. NATHAN, 
UCF ALUMNI CLASS OF "84". ALL INTERESTED APPLI-
CANTS GET APPLICATIONS AT MAIL BOXES ETC. 10151 
UNIVERSITY BLVD. ON THE CORNER OF DEAN AND 
UNIVER~ITY. FILL IT OUT AND LEAVE A PHONE NUM-
BERWHEREYOU CAN BE REACHED INTHE EVENINGS. 
GIVE THE APPLICATION TO THE MAIL BOX ETC. EM-
PLOYEE. ONLY PEOPLE ORIENTED, POSITIVE, RATIO-
NAL THINKING INDIVIDUALS NEED TO APPLY. ETAN 
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Criminal Mischief: Alcohol Possession: 
Juan Jaramitto, 28, reported that A 20-year old UCF student was 
an unknown person(s) did will- - arrested and charged September 
ful damage to his vehicle, an 13 with possession of alcohol. A 
Alfa Romeo Spider, some time UCFPD officer observed the stu-
between the hours of 9:30 am dent in the parking lot of the Lake 
and I :00 pm on Sept. 12. The Claire Apartments, carrying a box 
damage consisted of several marked Bud Lite Ice. The officer 
dents, each approximately ten stopped the student and verified 
inches long. The dents seemed that alcohol was present and that 
to have been made by someone the student was under the legal 
kicking the vehicle with a boot. drinking age. The student main-
tained that he had been drinking 
alcohol since the a~e of 18 . 
Stalking Incident: DUI Charged: 
Mighan Conway, age 18, re- A 20-year old male was charged 
ported that her ex-boyfriend DUI after being stopped by police 
Shawn Marshall, 19, continued - at 2:29 am on September 13 on 
to call her residence and follow Gemini Blvd. A UCFPD officer 
her around campus. On August 
26, Marshall yelled at and threat-
ened Conway in parking Jot 48, 
and took unwanted photos of 
her friend's car. A physical plant 
employee called police after the 
confrontation. After police ar-
rived, Conway decided not to 
take additional action against 
·Marshall. 
spotted the man, driving a black 
pickup truck, run through a stop 
sign and perform an illegal U-turn 
at Central Florida Blvd. and 
Gemini. The officer pulled the 
man over in parking area G-3. 
Approaching the pickup, the of-
ficer sme11ed a strong odor of al-
cohol coming from the passenger 
side of the truck. The driver of the 
vehicle had glassy, blood-shot 
eyes, and his speech was slurred. 
After failing several sobriety 
tests, the man was arrested. The 
officer also discovered another 
driver's license belonging to the 
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It's just a matter 
of pride 
by Jason N. Lee 
Contributing columnist 
In my first week back at UCF, I noticed 
the survival of a, disturbing trend.It's a 
very small trend, but an important issue 
- thus, disturbing. It's time something 
was said about it, so (hopefully) the trend 
could die its deserving death. In my first 
week back on campus I noticed.a few stu-
dents wearing s,chool shirts. Pniversity 
shirts. OTHER school's shirts. 
rLLE mn11 . 
_t..n_r _ _ -, ·~·-'-..! 
cffuture@gdi.net 
nn1N1nN E Mnll • Ur 1111u11 -, 1n11... 
future.opinion@ 
outdoor.com 
rLLnNI IN~· t..rr u1 ''-" .~. 
http:// 
www.gdi.net/cff / 
cff.html Does anyone else here see what's 
wrong with this,,picture?.Wearing other 
school shirts here at UCF? There is only 
one excuse, one barely tolerable excuse, 
for wearing anothequnversity's shirt on 
campus. 'we. ~ave' a variety of students 
here at UCF anclsome of these stildents 
bavetransferredtoUCFinorderfucom-
plete or e~nd their colle,gia~~ ~e~: I 
can understand how a transfer student 
~'tf be prouif of the school t)ley fQnnally 
a~nded and their,,desire ~ cat?' t~e 
!ltune witJi them. How'ever, aite.t ,speak: 
b,lg with s9m~ ofithe.'few- students I ·saw 
Change from the inside out, part two 
wearhtg,the i(ios aia ~ph;~a ~f 
9!nei::~h"~'~;f!vezi~1:1iiif ;·t~fis .~t.t ··tije•· 
cLe at,fill. When aske<iab<iuf.ilieirscootil 
•?:t~!~t 
like othe~ spo,rts !J~~ins ·wljil.e you're a' 
VCF . ~t~<l~n..~~- ~~.~t~$ riqi~~ilo-qs . . J}µt 
ii{1ij!: 
to the at\ilet& wbo M'ork hard everyday · 
1JJi«i~? !~~ u~~ ~~~;:.;'li'~1:,~~, ~lt'i() 
y~ui; ·t~n~w ·V(;F~~~~ptS,. ms an'~~ti 
i9t~~~o~~~;i~! .~qf .~ ... DS ~ .. ueii s~-
~~~t, are ;t partot: 'It's Jl1(}~ than wear::; 
~g q~ .nqj.1~~arµi~a;~~''i!1~ a:'Jpait~t 
of,pri~e. ·. .... ... ·· 
. " '. Jiist tbink-116\'v would yo~feei 
ifyou)Vefe.a m,emberpfourfootbaJl~··. 
t~ Y(!ar? (~o~gr~ts on·tlJ" first ga~e, by 
~ew~y,guys!)Ho~ would youfeel~ifyout 
t~m "was scheduled to pl~~· 'School Y' 
next~eekand J.;i~ht. in voµt f;fyou ~y~r 
tb:st class was a guy wearing a 'Sc)iooi·Y' 
shirt? 
If you're going to ~ppottcin~' 
ta?nt;feii 
My a~logjes .~o tJi~. u~ ~~hts - n;~o 
~rea(JY tjijdeJ;Stal!~ and ex)libit ~thlS ~~Ii 
havior. i."just Jiad ... to dif.e~~; a,·;µe$s~g~, 
t9, the· few students w~o; for whatti~er 
~asons, c~nnot. If Y~ll c~n'fiind~r~ 
sta~.~; ti\~ m~ss;i~~' !l~n:;rma~~i11~!1~ 
~robl~m .is de~per th~ji jUS,,h . ~Jot~!9g 
s.tlection. · w • •. • • ·•• ,,, ,, ,, ' 
O Peter continues his 
plan for changing 
America as we know it. 
This article is a continuation of my 
first article of the semester. I will expand on 
the ideas I supported and discuss their limita-
tions. The most important part of the mes-
sage I intend to convey was that we can make 
economic alternatives, and by those alterna-
tives we can change society and our relation-
ship with our environment. 
The system favors corporations, and 
we can use those elements of the system to 
benefit our own corporations that we would 
make. These alternative corporations would 
each be committed to resolving one or more 
social and/or environmental issue, not as a 
marketing sidebar, but as the primary purpose 
of the organization of which profit is but a 
means to the committed end as stated in the 
corporate charter. Alternative corporations can 
benefit from th~ tax structure by focusing 
nearly all their revenues towards their com-
mitted goals. The earned revenues·can be used 
to self-perpetuate the growth of each corpo-
ration, and render the committed issue free 
of congressional budgets. 
The two examples of what I imag-
ine an alternative corporation to be will be 
briefly demonstrated using the welfare issue, 
and the potential role of unions. The welfare 
needs of our nation as served by alternative 
corporations would implement free market 
competition in consumer goods and services, 
to rai~e the revenue that finances the short-
term financial needs of the corporation's de-
pendents and facilitate their economic inter-
dependence with the coinmunities in which 
they live. The business structure that produces, 
distributes and services the corporation's 
products and services are ideal for job train-
ing programs. Dependents can be trained 
within the company, and given jobs as they 
are made available. Outrageous salaries and 
asset hoarding would not be part of an alter-
native corporate culture. The policies of an 
:.Jti,S:'.;t~.·.· f:!J,v, stFebt ·~~ci~ebQ. "'. ·:· da~!' .. '.· 
• ··•· ; < H > ' ' ,cJ'· ' < ~ , ' • • < '< , ' ~s , ' , , r;l<>,, 
:. 1h·~··.:uwd:i$P.cit~·~::~:~~i~:~r/;.;~~,:? 
· irl ·tne>,:lJl~ -s·~-,., is': 1::6'ml:)2:u~.cr .iSt} ' ifi-,~,\):, 
sa~ ·.F.r~RCf&~o·; · ~·~~~~~f :):< :·: .:~ 
;.- '· ~·. ~~ l '? ~ :  .·~. ·S-·~ 
alternative corporation would be oriented to-
ward the practice of a tithe economy where 
workers and dependents would come first. 
Unions have the potential to be 
much more than labor 
representation. By free 
its, and so does government intervention. It 
can be expected that even if alternative cor-
porations are a success, there will still be com-
panies that still will not respect people and 
the environment. I 
know that labor and 
market competition, 
unions can enter indus-
tries best suited to the 
needs of the commu-
nities of workers they 
represent. By playing 
a direct role in the mar-
kets, unions can engi-
neer programs and ser-
vices favorable to the 
needs of their commu-
nities. Unions can en-
ter the health care in-
We can make 
environmental regula-
tions are i1nportant to 
the health and welfare 
of the workers and the 
el)vironment, but too 
much regulation is op-
pressive, The main 
limitation to effective 
change is principle. 
Principle on the part of 
consumers, principle 
on the part of the busi-
I 
economic 
alternatives ... and 
we can change 
society and our 
environment. 
dustries and provide 
affordable life, health 
and 'retirement' insurance designed with the 
people's best interests in mind, not what will 
bring maximum profit. Unions can own· hos-
pitals and research facilities to bring better 
health care options to people than would oth-
erwise be made available. 
Lassies faire has its reasonable lim-
ness and principle on 
the part of the govern-
ment Government is 
ineffective because the people and elected of-
ficials cannot agree on principle. Most of the 
political debates and arguments are centered 
on a disagreement of what is right and what 
is reasonable. It is very difficult to have area-
sonable balance of regulation when we can-
not even agree on what is reasonable. 
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If you go to Washington, be sure to bring your VISA card ... and mace 
Month after month of going to 
classes and work can get tiring, so it's 
nice to take a week off and visit some-
place where it is peaceful and serene, 
somewhere that you can escape the daily 
grind and just lay back and enjoy life; just 
you and nature. Or you can go to Wash-
ington, D.C. 
This past summer my mom and 
I decided to take a week off and visit rela-
tives up north and sight see Washington, 
which is pronounced 'Warshingt_on' by 
locals. Sometimes Washington is referred 
to as the "District of Columbia." This 
name arrived in recognition of the vari-
ous Colombian drug cartels operating in 
the city. 
Washington is world renowned 
for fantastic features like beautiful archi-
tecture, lovely scenery, theft, drugs and 
murder, and that's just Capitol Hill. Seri-
ously though, if you stick to the touristy 
areas and only walk around in daylight 
hours, Washington is no ·more dangerous 
than your average-metropolis inhabited by 
2 million wackos (Miami, for instance). 
But the crime aside, Washington 
is a reaIIy interesting place to visit. After 
all, it's our nation's capital, which means 
that you can see many of the 
government's most important buildings. 
For instance, with no advanced notice, 
you, a regular American citizen, can walk 
right into the FBI Headquarters Building. 
You can even take a tour and see J. Edgar 
Hoover's lingerie wardrobe. But they 
don't give you access to the whole build-
ing, of course. The X-Files, for example, 
must still be hush-hush because wllen I 
asked to see Mulder and Scully the re-
ceptionist casually ignored me and called 
a guard over. 
Another interesting place to go 
is the National Archives, which houses 
the Declaration of Independence, the US 
Constitution and rare artifacts like 
Nixon's resignation letter, the check that 
bought Alaska and Michael Jackson's 
original nose. Not surprisingly, the secu-
rity guards in front of the Constitution 
don't take their jobs lightly. They're 
armed to the teeth and all their energy is 
focused ori making sure no one makes a 
paper airplane out of the Constitution. Of 
course, their job is made a lot easier by 
the tremendous vault the document's 
stored in. The following is an actual para-
phrased transcript of what I heard one of 
the Constitution's guards say, really: 
Monstrous Guard # 1: The case 
that the Constitution is encased in is acid-
proof. bulletproof, crush-proof and can 
even withstand a direct nuclear explosion. 
Also, at night it is lowered into a huge 
concrete vault 15 feet below the build-· 
ing ... Careful, kid! DON'T TOUCH IT!!! 
Apparently, even though the case 
can withstand a 150 kiloton explosion, the 
designers forgot . to make it finger oi.1-
proof and a single fingerprint may corrode 
the glass, exposing the Constitution to thou-
sands of tourists with really bad breath . 
"l remember telling my Sunday School·class and my father that 
I didn't believe in God. But it wasn't God I didn't believe in. it was God 
as an old male Caucasian with long white hair. 
"I spent years probably not going to church once. Then, senior year 
in college, I started looking into a Unitarian Universalist church in 
town. I was going because I wanted to go, because something was 
missing on Sunday morning. 
"One of the things I value most about being a Unitarian Cniversalist 
is being able to question. Unitarian Universalism encourages openness. 
It encourages dialogue. 
"When l tell my friends that. they're amazed it's still considered 
a religion. And they want to know more about it." 
THE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISTS 
For more information, call 695-8156 
All the tourists have bad breath 
because Washington is also home to one 
of America's favorite past-times: price 
gouging. This inflates the price of a pack 
of gum into the same levels as a new 
lnfiniti. Since the Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing is nearby, the vendors in the 
National Mall naturally assume that you 
broke in there and made off with several 
sheets of hundred dollar bills. With that 
in mind, they have no problem with charg-
ing $8.25 for a roll of.film or $2.75 for a 
bottle of water. Ironically, I imagine co-
caine is fairly reasonable what with all 
the local competition. 
But if you ever go to D.C., don't 
expect to be able to see everything in a 
week. It's not that there are too many 
landmarks to visit, it's just that (and I'm 
not exaggerating by much here) there are 
over 1.3 billion tourists in the city at any 
one time, and only four of them speak 
English. But that's certainly no reason to 
miss the trip. So the next time you have a 
week to spare, I strongly recommend get-
ting your bulletproof vest out of the 
closet, dusting off your little bottles of 
mace and touring our nation's capital. 
photo/SWARTZ 
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The Central Florida Future Classifieds September 19, 1996 
.Specializing in Abnormal Fetal Indications For 
Termination of Pregnancy 
Consultaion/Care 
lndepth Counseling 
Local Anesthesia, IV Sedation (TWILIGHT) 




~'1'\ ,, se \"•:-.le~ 1 
\)e'" 
~ 
& Orthopedic - Full each piece -- $59 
}(~ Queen each p~ece $69 
'~ Futon with mattress (complete)--$198 
~
f"-!; v~~·Ht.dE~, D~E£k, ~ 
E~F~ 
•:. lf .. ' ' ' 
Career Fair 
September 26, 1996 
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount · Broker5M, is 
looking for motivated people to establish a career 
in the stock brokerage business. 
OLDE offers: 
12-18 month paid training program 
Excellent benefits 
401(k) Program 
If you possess excellent communication skills, 
general market knowledge and the desire to excel, 
see us at the Career Fair on 9 /26/96 
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call: 
1 800 937-0606 
or send resume to: 
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers 
National Recruiting 
751 Griswold Street 
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Club Info Autos 
UCF Butokan Club 
Art, Sport, Self Defense! 
Co-Ed beginners classes now 
forming, 8-10 T, Th in Ed Bldg, 
MPR room. NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY! Call Mark @ 
282-5578 for more info. 
88 Dodge Diplomat runs perfect 
· int./ext. exc. cond. Power 
everything 2nd owner V8 only 
56K mi $1700 obo 671-7272 
'79 Volvo DL - 2 door stick, new 
engine, reliable, needs headlight 
and exhaust, $650 or make offer, 
Call 249-2483 
Help Wanted: earn up to $500 per 
week assembling products at 
home. No experience. INFO 
1-504-646-1700 DEPT. FL-307 
Advertising Sales - Exciting new 
concept, no competition, earn a 
min. of 30K, adv. sales exp. 
required. Call 656--6440 or Fax 
resume to 656-7985 
Services Join us for victory in '96! UCF 
College Democrats Meetings 
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center, 
hn. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167 
Carmen: 823-0526 
'93 Nissan 240 SX 5spd Excellent Attention all students!!! Grants 
condition 40,300 miles, original 
owner $ l 2,000 366_6592 after 5. Scholarships Available From 
UCF demos @ aol.com 
1--------------+"ponsors! No Repayments, Ever! ! 
'88 Isuzu Imark, 5spd, 102K mi $$$ Cash For College $$$ For 
UCF Newman Club 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm 
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438 
red, runs good 1,800.00 o.b.o. fufo: 1-800-243-2435 
UCF Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual 
Student Union meets Tuesdays. 
· 9 pm in Social Work Trailer 
Roommates 
699-0883 L~ave message 
National Parks Hiring -
Positions are now available at 
National Parks, Forests & 
Wildlife Preserves. Excellent 
benefits+ bonuses! Call: 1-206-
971-3620 ext. N54182 
WORD MASTERS 
STUDENT PAPER SPECIAL-




Roommates ,F, mature ....,_ __________ --1 Credit Card fundraisers for fratemi 
2 rooms in 3br home 10 min from 
UCF. $230 250 & 1/3 util. Sandra 
365-6625 
For Rent 
Retail sales: Join the Structure 
Team - We are opening 2 new 
stores & are hiring for both Joe. 
FL Mall & W. Oaks Mall, pick 
up apps. @ Fashion Square 
Structure - Generous disc, 
flexible hours. 
ties, sororities & groups. Any 
campus organization can raise up t 
$1000 by earning a whopping $5.0 I 
VISA application. 
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 
Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT 
Noisy Neighbors? Try the tranquil t-------------t--------------1. 
environment of a condo home in 
Hunter's Reserve. Only a mile from 
campus. 2 bedroom/2 bath homes 
with as little as $50 down. Call 
developer's rep at 977-9007 for 
pre-construction pricing 
Furnished room for ~ent, prefer 
females o-nly please. On large horse 
farm $300 mo. 365-9815 
Room to rent, house $350 includes 
util., washer, dryer, pool, & tennis. 
Quiet responsible person. Call 366-
9391, w(823-0214) 
Private room in nice W.P. home 
includes breakfast & dinner daily 
$400 per mo. 677-9931 
For Sale · 
Beautiful pageant gown and shoes, 
both size 8. $1,000 o.b.o. 
Call Barbara 823-7273 
Awesome quarters/dance table! 6 ft 
square, 18 inch high, lights up! 
$100, 677-0803 eves 
Real Estate Investment Firm is 
looking for senior or graduate 
level Computer Science student 
to program existing software to 
function properly in new market 
locations. Part-time, flexible 
hours, work at home or our 
office. Salary/hourly pay . 
negotiable. Start immediately . 
Call Jennifer at ( 407) 422-1000 
Black belt self-defense instructor 
needed for after school pgms. in 
UCF area 1-800-694-3919 
Cheer instructor needed for after 
school pgms. in UCF area 
1-800-694-3919 
Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days 
from $30 guaranteed: 
Call: 380-2549 
$1750 weekly possible mailing 
our circulars. For info call 301-
306-1207 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. 
Send SASE to Box 624, Olathe, 
KS 66051 
EXTRA CASH 
(And it's legal.) 
l/r:y s111dc11ts, if you need extra cas/1 for bills and stc~ff, 
con/act Pro Clean /Jui/ding Mai11tc11ance. We arc a progressin:, 
growing company which leas been servicing Central Florida office 
buildings for more /lean seven years. Our staff is comprised of 
hardworking, dcdica/cd team members i11tcrdted in carni11g exlra 
cash. 
We Offer: 
+ Flexible. early evening hours - perfect for ofter classes 
+ Top wages and benefits 
+ Self-directed work 
You'll like this job because: 
+ Jobs are close to UCF 
+ You'll work in cool, secured buildings with a winning team 
• The work is non-strenuous and isn't "brain surgery" 
• Couples are welcome, so grab a friend or roomate 
For more info and to schedule your personal interview 




We're here to say, 
you need to 
i iave tile manatees 
and support them today. 
In Florida, 
manateei are found. 
When on the waterway1, 
plea1e 1low down. 
Buy a tag, 
and 1how othen the way. 
lt'1 up to you 










FARB ARE EACH WAY FROM MIAMI BASED ON A ROUl'IDTRI' PUR· 
CHASE. FARB DO NOT INCi.UDE FEDERAi. TAXES Oii Pf(S TOTAL· 
NG BETWEEN $3-$45, DEPelJtjG ON OESTlNAllON Oii Dfl'AR· 
lURE CHARGES PAID DIRECTl.Y TO fORBGN GO'IEllNMfNTS. 
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1995: Started all 11 games and 
was second for the most tackles on 
the defensive line. Registered 47 
tackles, 39 unassisted. Finished 
second on the team with eight tack-
les for a loss and three sacks, in 
addition to recovering two fumbles. 
1994: Started practice in the fall at 
tight end, but injuries on the defen-
sive line forced him to the defen-
sivesideof the ball where he proved 
to be more valuable. 
Finished season with 31 tackles-
three for loss, a pass deflection and 
4.5 sacks. 
1993: Finished season with 50tack-
les-eight for loss, 4.5 sacks and 
three fumble recoveries. Played a 
key role in helping the UCF defen-
sive unit set a school record for 





D.O.B. Sept. 12, 1974 
Avon Park High School 1992 
Lettered in football and · 
baseball ... caught 4 IDs as a tight 
end and batted .495. Earned all-
ccinference honors in both sports. 
Field of Dreams: "I'll be graduat-
ing in th e spring and then hope-
fully I'll be able to make it to the 
NFL or another league outside of 
college." 
Personal Highlight: "My fresh-
man year I picked up a fumble 
against McNeese State and ran it 
74 yards and got tackled on the 
four yard line. I get ragged on for 
that all the time. Also playing 
against FSU and making a big 
tackle on fourth and one." 
Deep Thought: "Our defense may 
have played well against South 
Carolina and New Mexico, but we 
still have a lot more to prove. We 
want to show that we can beat a I-
A school and keep them from scor-
ing as many points as they're used 
to. We are small, but we're quick 
and that helps us a lot." 
114111s 
Home of 
· The Gene McDowell Show 
every Thursday 6-7PM 
. -·~-·-----::·. . .···········-~· .. 
. .tJ :."·' 
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'1lfjfjJ UCF prepareS for third leg of I-A road tour 
by Tony Mejia 
Asst Sports Editor 
Someone needs to check the 
UCF luggage when they depart for 
Muncie, Indiana this Friday. The 
Golden Knight coaching staff better 
make sure the players are well pre-
pared for their ·visit to David 
Letterman's ahna mater. Especially 
after the Knights have left things at the 
airport on their past two trips, namely 
their defense en route to South Caro-, 
lina, and their offense, which was left 
behind on the way to last week's 
endeavor to New Mexico. 
The most important ingredient 
that needs to be packed and ready to go 
is injured quarterback Daunte 
Culpepper, who has been tossed 
around like a rag doll by Division I-A 
defenses two weeks in a row. 
Culpepper, who has been victimized 
by his offensive line's inability to block, 
has seen his time in the pocket -cut 
short in successive ball games. lfhe is 
not able to go by game. time, sopho-
more third stringer Jason Thorpe will 
get the call. This is a surprising move 
by head Knight Gene Mc Dowell, but 
one that the coaching staff is cornf ort-
able with because of Thorpe's excel-
lent grasp of i:he offense. 
That scenario would certainly 
suittheBall State Cardinals, who have 
yet to win a game this season. The 
Cardinals were spanked Qy the Big 
12's Kansas Jayhawks 35-10 in their 
opener, and were shut down at home 
by conference rival, Miami of Ohio, 
16-6. Last week was the real heart-
breaker, however, as the boys from 
Muncie led the Minnesota Golden 
Gophers of the prestigious Big Ten 
23-18 at the Metrodome, before see-
ing the Gophers surge ahead with a 
late touchdown, while the clock 
showed just 15 ticks remaining. 
That had to be disheartening for 
head coach Bill Lynch, who remains 
winless in his stint as Ball State's head 
coach. (ynch will have his crew ready 
for the Knights, in search of his first 
win with a team he dubbed as "cham-
pionship caliber". Hopes in Muncie, 
are that Lynch can turn the Cardinals 
around and get them going in the right 
direction whenMACcompetition gets 
into full swing, right after this 
weekend's meeting with UCF. 
Lynch will besendingthedogs 
, after UCF' s quarterback, whoever it 
may be, andespeciallyifitisCulpepper. 
DefensivetacklesHiramMaddox and 
Photo/McDOWELL 
UCF quarterback Daunte Culpepper drops back looking for 
a receiver while under the pressure of a Lobo defender. 
Damon Hummel are sure to give the 
Golden Knights' offensive line fits, 
attacking with distinct characteristics. 
Maddox, 6'2,230, is a quick, savvy 
junior, who leads the team with three 
sacks. Hummel is massive, 6'5,258, 
but agile enough to get to the quarter-
backs. UCF' s ability to control them 
will go a long way in deciding the 
outcome of this game. Linebackers 
Aaron Gralak, Howard Simms, and 
Jeff Phelps are a solid, veteran group. 
Gralak, the lone senior linebacker, 
ranks second on the team in tackles. 
The defensive ends UCF must con-
tend with are seniors Brian Williams 
(5' 11,23 l)andDonaldRigg(6' 4,252). 
Wide receiver Todd Cleveland 
entered the gameagainstNew Mexico 
third in the nation in receptions, yet 
caught only four passes against the 
blitzing Lobos, all in the first half. One 
of the options the Knights must ex-
plore in facing Ball State, and should 
have utilized at UNM, is running quick 
slant patterns for Cleveland. 
Minnesota's Tutu Atwell caught nine 
passes in that same look against Ball 
State, including the game winning 18 
yard slant pattern. Mark Nonsant can 
also be a viable deep threat for the 




D. Culpepper 52 of 89 
640 yds 5 TD 4 Int. 
130.63 Rating 
Rushing No. 
M. Grant 37 175 yds. 
Culpepper 32 9 yds. 
M. Huff 11 30 yds. 1 TD 
D. Huzzie 6 22 yds. 
E. Mack 10 15 yds. lTD 
T. Cleveland 7 yds. 
Receiving No. 
T. Cleveland 25 365 yds. 2 TD 
M. Nonsant 14 156 yds. 2 TD 
K. Clark 3 34 yds. 
M. Grant 4 11 yds. 
E. Leister 2 35 yds. 
J. Hubbard 2 24 yds. 
D. Huzzie 2 24 yds. 
E. Mack 2 yds. 1 TD 
-
Thelwell, who went nuts, grabbing 
eight passes for a whopping228 yards. 
Free safety Cory Gilliard, last y~ar· s 
leading tackler, leads the team in that 
category once agllin this year, while 
twincomerbacksRaphael andRaphaol 
Ball provide depth in the secondary 
alongsideGrantGray, whointercepted 
Gopher quarterback Cory Sauter last 
week. Sauter tormented the Ball State 
secondary for 397 passing yards. That 
figure alone should have Culpepper 
limping out of his seat to get a crack at 
these guys. It will be up to the running 
tandem ofMikeGrantandEdMackto 
keep the Cards from keying on the 
Knights' air attack, especially with the 
perceived lack of productivity from 
UCF's much beleaguered offensive 
line. 
Ball State's secret weapon on 
defense is no longer a secret. All-
Arnerica punter Brad Maynard con-
tinues to destroy footballs with his leg. 
Maynard, a bonafide NFL prospect, 
has booted punts for a 49.6 yard per 
punt average, among the best in the 
nation. 
On the offensive side of the 
ball, the Cardinals don't have much to 
talk about. Tailback Michael Blair 
finally had his breakout game last 
week, running 21 times for 128 yards. 
Blair, 6'0,222, is a fifth year senior 
who leads the Cards with an average 
of 59 yards rushing a game. When 
Ball State wants to offer a different 
look, they incorporate speedsters Jus-
tin Bivins and LeAndre Moore, who 
also serve as the kick returners. Thii-
teen different players have caught 
passes this season for the Cardinals, 
includingquarterbackBrentBaldwin. 
Baldwin's favorite target has become 
senior Ed Abernathy, who nas caught 
Baldwin's only touchdown pass this 
season. 
Baldwin, aftfth yearseniorfrom 
South Bend, is averaging just 115 
yards passing this season, and has 
thrown three interceptions. Perhaps 
Donnell Washington and the ever 
improving Knights secondary can 
make things even more difficult for 
Baldwin and Ball State, who try to 
avoid an 0-4 start. 
It will be interesting to see if the 
Knights leave anything at_the airport. 
If they don't, they might just be bring-
ing back something from Muncie that 
they can utilize on road trips from now 
on-the confidence only a road 
victory can provide. 
Photo' SPRINGER 
UCF fullback Donald Huzzie lets a New Mexico punt-
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Q & A with Ball State head coach Bill Lynch 
Bill Lynch, who spent the Bill Lynch: I've really en-
1990, 91 and 92 season as an assis- joyed it. It's a really quality univer-
tantcoach at Ball State University, sity with a really good academic 
returned as the school's 13th head program. It's an easy se11 to kids, 
football coach for the 1995 season. particularly in the state of Indiana. 
In his initial season at the We play in a very competitive con-
helm, Lynch led the Cardinals to a ference, the Mid-American confer-
7-4 overall mark and a third-place ence, against some quality school~. 
tie in the Mid-American Confer- So it's a nice situation to be in. 
ence with a 6-2 mark. CFF: After three tough losses 
As a college quarterback, this season, wha.t ha.ve you seen in 
Lynch earned Indiana Collegiate your team Ufl to this point? 
Conference MVP each of his last BL: Well, I think we made 
three seasons, finishing his career improvements last Saturday against 
as Butler's all-time leading passer Minnesota. To go back a little bit, 
with 5,909 yards. we opened the season against Kan-
The Ball State Cardinals now sas and they pretty much doJninated 
stand0-3 for the season. UCFheads us. Then we played a big conference 
to Muncie this weekend and Lynch game against Miami (Oh.) and just 
and Co. are hoping to burst the didn't play well enough to win a 
bubble in the win column at the close 011e. We lost 16-6. But played 
Golden Knights' expense. hard against Minnesota this past 
Central Florida Future: weekend and we made improve-
How have you enjoyed your first ments. We moved the ball better 
two seasons at Ball State? offensively and did some good 






WILLIAM 6' MARY 
@ South Carolina 
@New MeHico 
@ Ball State 
@ East Carolina 
10/ 5 OPEN 
10/ 12 SAMFORD 
10/19 NE LOUISIANA 
10/26 @ Georgia Tech 
11 I 2 I LL I N 0 I S STATE 
(Homecoming) 
11 I 9 @ UR-Birmingham · 
11 /16 BOWLING GREEN . 
w 39-33 
L 33 -14 








1996 Butkus candidate: UCF Linebacker Kendrick Thomas. 
Season Stats: 3 games, 34 tackles-2 for loss-1 sack. 
things. We put ourselves in a posi- really ran the ball hard. But I think is going to be a very challenging 
tion to have a chance to win it, but the big thing is our offensive line game. 
we just didn't get it done. They took showed some improvements and CFF: As you may know this is 
the ba11 from us with a minute to go, we were able to control the line of UCF's first season at the 1-A level. 
went the length of the field with no scrimmage a little bit better than we Having been a coach in Division ll 
time-outs and hit a touchdown pass had the first couple weeks and that as well as Division I, wha.t ha.ve you 
to beat us. obviously helps any runningback. noticed to be different? 
CFF: I understand you ha.ve CFF: Are you feeling pretty BL: Well, I think scholar-
some ties to Orlando. confident with your offense up to ships are a big difference. We cer-
BL: Yeah, back in 1985 I was this point? tainly have more scholarship foot-
a member of the Lee Corso staff, the BL: We have to get better. ba11 players, but the game becomes 
Orlando Renegades. There isn't any question about it. relative. The game itself doesn't 
CFF: Did you enjoy living in We weren't very effective the first change any. 
Orlando? two weeks, we were a little more CFF: Wha.t are you looking 
BL: ~ure. It was a great city effective Saturday night. forward to in Saturday's match-up? 
to live in, I know that. My wife and CFF: What have you seen in BL: I think it's going to be a 
kids all really enjoyed living there. the UCF football program? real tough, hard-fought football 
CFF: Your tailback, Mike BL: We' re very impressed game. And I think both teams prob-
Blair, ha.d a 100 yard game last with them. We think they have the ably match-up with one another and 
week. How's he coming along this ability to move the ball and put up I think it's going be a game that goes 
season? some good numbers, and we're also the full 60 minutes. We just need to 
BL: Well, Michael is a vet- very impressed with their defense. minimize our mistakes and keep 
eran for us and has played a lot of They seem really sound and they improving in some areas because 
good football. He had his best game play really hard. They have some it's gonna be an awful good team 
on Saturday night. We feel like he outstanding athletes. We know this that comes in here Saturday. 
.RADIO. 
Hear the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team, 
with select games on 740 WINZ and 1520 WTLN. Join Marc Daniels 
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports 
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursday at 6pm it's "UCF On The Line" with 
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team. 
' I 
-11850 University Blvd. 
Orlando, Florida 32817 
407-380-6000 . 




















ARasr:s ON -che eO<:;e 
Films about artists made by artists are always an experience to watch, as is the 
case withBasquiat, a gritty little survey on the short life of Jean-Michel Basquiat, a NYC 
painter who gained fame among the city's art underground, became best friends with the 
late Andy Warhol (played by David Bowie), only to die of a drug overdose in 1988 at the 
young age of 27. Tony Award-winner Jeffrey Wright (Angels in America) is a marvel as 
the troubled Basquiat. His quiet descent into paranoia and isolation is at times disturbing. 
Writer and director Julian Schnabel respects his subject, rightfully so, since Schnabel is an 
artist himself. What his film debut does seek to discover in the short life of Basquiat is an 
unnerving vulnerability that eventually brought the painter down, below the skids of the 
homeless, yet above the realms of the rich. 
Wright's meticulously crafted body movements seem to suggest a man free from 
·those around him. Hardly so. Basquiat, as portrayed in the film, becomes a lost soul 
tormented by racial deprecation, especially in a striking interview with a big-shot reporter 
played by Christopher Walken, who keeps proving he can turn smalI parts (True Romance, 
Pulp Fiction) into memorable, if unforgettable, sideshows. When he meets other art-
heavies in and around the city, they welcome him with open arms, yet we still sense 
Basquiat's distrust and suspicion . 
Helping drive Schnabel's impressive debut is a stellar supporting cast that 
includes Dennis Hopper, Michael Wincott, Gary Oldman, Parker Posey, and Benicio Del 
Toro. Del Toro (The Usual Suspects) is extremely good as Basquiat' s drug-frenzied friend. 
Scnabel knows a thing or two about the art gallery scene. Richly textured and filmed in an 
almost documentary sty le, the closeups to the art world pull us in, and we soon find ourselves 
enthralled. A work this provocative and assured deserves its dues up front. Wright is 
restrained yet forceful. His subtle translation makes for one of this year's finest perfor-
mances. Throughout his life, Basquiat dreamed of visiting the islands of Hawaii. Schnabel 
fills the film with graceful, surreal images of ocean waves splashing down in the sky above 
a captivated Basquait, looking upward and admiring the sight. We too have every reason 
to admire this uncompromising film, one the year's best, in an increasing onslaught of 
exceptional independents. 
*** 112 (out of four) A- •Dean G. Lewis 
1hr.45 min. R 
Illeana Douglas is Denise Waverly, stage name and singing persona of real-life 
Edna Buxton. In 1958, she leaves Philadelphia for the Big Apple in hopes of scoring her 
first record. The Brill Building, NYC' s premier hit factory, draws her close to studio exec 
Joel Mil Iner (John Turturro). Allison Anders' Grace of My Heart is a full-bodied, vibrant 
portrait of a singer, a personal work reminiscent of 1983' s Tender Mercies. As she showed 
in her two previous films (Gas Food Lodging and Mi Vida Loca), Anders respects her 
female characters, a·trait uncommonly seen and the least-respected in today's vicious film 
circles. 
Waverly soon becomes the main girl at Millner' s recording haven, drawing the 
likes of Howard Cazsatt (Eric Stoltz), her soon-to-be husband and writing partner . 
Although the-relationship doesn't last, Waverly's voice does, and she finds it ever stronger 
in Matt Dillon's surf dude Jay Phillips, a Beach Boy whose career eventually flounders as 
his pot use worsens. When local DJ John Murray (Bruce Davison) plays a record Waverly 
and first husband Cazsatt penned together, a solemn confessional called "God Give Me 
Strength" (composed by Burt Bacarach and El vis Costello), the record hits rock bottom and 
Millner loses big money, somewhat foreshadowing the Bri11 Building's demise. Waverly 
gives up her stardom after an unexpected tragedy and retreats to a commune. Pulled back 
into what made her famous by Millner, she finally gives us her hit record, an album 
appropriately titled Grace of My Heart. Its collection of songs, like thefilm'sother grooves, 
are original compositions, written especially to suit Anders' musical aspirations. The 
soundtrack is entirely captivating; the songs, along with an uncanny direction and detail, 
give Heart its s~arp evocation of a period that spans nearly twelve years. 
The best parts of Anders' film are the recording sessions. They're expertly 
done and authentic to the core. Turturro, again, gives a strong performance. He is one of 
Hollywood's little known treasures. I hope he stays that way. Douglas, meanwhile, has 
charm and wit, showing a little bit of the flair she had earlier in Scorsese's Cape Fear. But 
the true star here may be. Anders, a filmmaker who is intelligent enough to kno_w when and 
how to transcend sentimentality. She writes from the gut-and interprets from the heart. 
*** (out of four) B+ •Dean G. Lewis 
1 hr. 55 min. R. 
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SHil\lY HAPPY R.E.M. 
by STEPHEN UNGER 
Staff writer 




When you buy an album, you want it to be composed of all the elements that 
artist can offer. You need to know that the artist's \\Ork can be found within their 
melod}es and arrangements. With R .E.M., you can never go wrong . The myste-
rious and interesting New Adventures in Hi-Fi follows an era of R.E.M. that 
should be considered painful and full of struggle. 
The band began their90s adventure with the Grammy award winning album Out ofTime. 
It was very successful, as itbeared 1991 'shit single, "Losing.My Religion". The band was able 
to continue their success without going on a long tour with another award winning album, 
Automatic for the People(1992), which sold over 14 miUioh copies world wide. . 
A year later, the band decided to exchange their usual violin and accoustic recipe for a 
little spice from the vibes of Monster. Their little-orange gremlin sold over 6 million copies in 
the United States. R.E.M. also felt like they needed to.hit the road for a while. The band was 
ready to embark on a totally different journey then they had planned. 
One of the band's closest friends, singer Kurt Cobain, kilied himself and brought an end 
to the era of Nirvana. The band was deeply affected by this loss to the music world. In 1995, 
at a concert in Switzerland, drummer Bill Berry coliapsed from a brain aneurysm. ,Then a few 
weeks later, bassist Mike Mills needed abdominal surgery. Finaliy, lead singer Michael Stipe· 
went to the hospital with a hernia. This series of illnesses nearly brought arr end to the tour. 
Guitarist Peter Buck called this the "soul-destroying" period in R.E.M.'s 16-year history. 
''First we just worried about Bill," said Peter, "but there was eventually a point where I 
assumed the tour was over and that we might never tour again." 
The band hoped to venture away from all the pain when they returned to the studio. But 
the troubles continued. ·Long-time friend and manager Jefferson Holt was dismissed from 
relations with the band, when he was accused for sexual harassment. 
New Adventures in Hi-Fi reflects all the band's sorrow and anger picked up during the 
tour. The new album also brings along five songs recorded during the tour. 
"A lot of the songs on the album speak about restlessness and other feelings that you get 
on tour," said Peter, "A lot of them, in fact, are literally about going from place to place." 
One of the songs, "Wake Up Bomb'', explains the band's experience on tour when 
Michael sings, "I've had enough, I've seen enough, I've had it all, I'm giving up, I won· the race, 
I broke the cup, I drank it all, I spit it up." . 
"It was kind of the glam rock scene," said Peter, "Michael [Stipe] was kind oflooking 
at the whole 'Dress like we do' scene when we were teenagers. All that said, it is kind of a joyous 
pop song, too." 
The melodically shnazy "Binky the Doormat'', on the other hand, is based on Bobcat 
Goldthwait's c11lt-clas~ic film Shakes the Clown. The album, of course, has no melotonous 
attributes. It combines 'the' meloJic tra!ts of Automatic with the rambling chords of Monster. 
Michael Stipe also thinks Hi-Fi has the attitude of their 1986 album, Life's Rich Pageant. 
Every song has a different approach to their feelings of the past two years. They have tur:ned 
all their grays and blacks into an array of musical harmony. Their dirge sound comes from a 
band with unique fans, and an ability to bring all the forces of music into one autobiographical 
collection. 
"E-Bow the Letter", the tangy new single, presents a lot of emotion with Bob Dy Ian-style 
talk from Michael Stipe. The crying voice from Pa~ti Smith in the background gives "E-Bow" 
an eerie feeling. The song brings youin and "takes you over." After R.E.M. questions religion 
in "Undertow" and "New Test Leper", the album enters a techno style track calied "Leave". 
The song starts out as a subtle arrangement of chords. Suddenly, a siren echos in the back ground 
of a gothic arrangement of guitar melodies. 
: The most impressive tracks are "Low Desert" and "Departure". "Departure'' is a nice 
upbeat song that has inherited traits from Monster. 
"It's literally a road song," said Peter, "Michael wrote the lyrics on a plane from 
Singapore to San Sebastian, Spain." 
More pain indications are heard in "Low Desert" when Stipe says, "I lost myself in 
sorrovi, I lost myself in pain ... " 
1fie record ends on a high note with "Electrolite", a light-hearted piano creation. Stipe 
gives auyice "if you ever want to fly Mulholland Drive, Up in the sky/Stand on a cliff and 
see R.E.M., page 12 
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from R.E.M., page 11 really don't know what happens to the guy at the end 
look down then, don't be scared, you are alive, you of the song ... when he comes down to reality." 
are alive." He ends the song saying "I'm not scared, Automatic for the People may still be 
I'm out of here." - R.E.M.'s best album, but New Adventures in Hi-Fi 
''The character in that song ("Electrolit~"), is proves R.E.M. can make an album that sounds 
driving through the hills of Mulholland looking at totally different from the rest. When you listen to a 
the beauty of Los Angeles at night," said Peter. "I newR.E.M.piece,youcanalwaysexpectsomething 
Chinese I<ung-Fu Charripions 
Demonstration Tour 
September 291 1996 at Spledid China1 Orlarido; 5pm 
A one-show only perfom1ance 
of the finest Martial Artists 1n the world! 
Featuring: 12 of China's top Kung Fu practioners 
including Chinese National and World Cha111pions 
and Kung Fu )\!\ovie Stars. 
Don't miss this Dyna1nic historic event! 
Student Discount rate $15.00 
Regular Admission $12.09 
original, something not overplayed. 
"I always felt the only test we apply to a 
record," said Peter, "is to try to make it challenging 
and interesting and forward-looking." 
With R.E.M. jamming out on your radio, 
adventures are always worth taking. Come join the 
band and buy their new album. 
The guys take a pose during their Monster tour 
BREAK .. IS OVER 
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS 
1122 W. Church St., Orlando 
Called home lately? 
1-800-COLLECT 
® 
Save up to 44% 












LAST MAN STANDING • OPENING FRIDAY SEPI'. 20 EVERYWHERE DUFFY'S 
SUBS FREE 
Universit Blvd. 




10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 





when you buy the same item 
at equal or greater value and 
two large soft drinks 
Bruce Willis is a gun-for-hire ready to waste a few rounds in Last Man Standing 
z FITNESS "Tl <( 0 











East Colonial Dr./State Rd. 50 
6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807 
658-8000 





CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS 
SUNDAY 
PHILLIPS HALL 115 
281-4438 
Election times will be 1 O a.m. - 7 p.m .. near the 
He~lth & Physics Building, the Business I 
Engineering Building, and the Fine Arts Building. 
St. Joseph's 
Catliofic Cliurcli 
Call the Election Commission at 823-6344 or stop 
by SGA for more information. 
1501 Alafaya Trail 
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m. 
Sunday Masses: 
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m. 
275-0841 
~ . RILL 
WIEILCI:CIDWIE illAfCI:~ ~DJIIDIE1l\11T~~ 
RECEIVE 10% DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF I.D. G RI LL 
AMERICA'S VARIETY MENU 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
•PHILLY CHEESESTEAK 
' ,;:L ·· ·ti' ~'"' ....... .··· · 
1Pfl1LLY'GID!JfiESTBAK 
·SUB FbR ©NLY~$2~~9 
l 
Miami Subs Grin 
12201 University Blvd. 
: 1$860 ~Coloma! & Alafaya 
.. Nbt Valid With any 
other offer. Limit one 
•EXPIRES 10131196 coupon per visit ••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••• 
!:,, ' J 4A ~~,.;:~, ~ 
WltrEH,, ,, ,~HA~ F 
:j: · .}1t~. :. ·:,.,~:~~~~ ··•••• A 
· ) . Miami Subs Grill"«~ f 
·~ l:~2oi Unive,rsity Blvd. 
, 18860 East Colonial& Afafuya 
'~~ \;'. t~,: ~. Not vai.@.y;ith any 
~w---- ,,_ otheroffer;Limit one 
EXPIRES 10/31/96 • couoon per visit ·············••*••• 
OPEN LATE 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
:FREE DRINK & FRIES• 
: .;d ;; . . . . ·# . . "' . ,,, 
• ~-;2(p1>~&·s~.~ : ·wi; PµRC~~SB·-QF ~ ~YB.O 
• ' .,,, . 'OR cmeKEN BltrA.· " 
• • • • 
Miainj Subs Grill 
12201 University Blvd. 
18860 East Colonial &Alafaya, 
• Not Valid with any 
• other offer. Limit one 




As the nation's #l heavy e~uipment rental company, Hertz Equipll]ent 
Rental Cor~ration can build careers like no one else. Here, you'll 
discover on the success and stability on industry leader can provide, 
combined with all the opportunity an aggressive, growth oriented 
organization con offer. 
At HERC, we're looking for only the most motivated individuals. 
Ambitious college graduates who ore eager to learn and are 
genuinely interested in pursuing a career-track opportunity. 
As a part of our Management Training Program, you'll be 
able lo select your own career path - in SOies, Branch 
Management, Regional Management, or Corporate. 
Openings ore currenrly available throughout the 
Florida region. · -
Your dedication and hard work will earn you immediate 
management-level responsibility; on-the-jolJ training; an 
excellent salary with bonus potential; and generous benefits 
(including medical and life insurance, dental assistance, vision 
and hearing coverage, retirement plan, income savings plan, 
tuition reimbursement, f?Oid holidays, vacation, and 
employee discounts). All with the support of the notion's 
largest, most rec~nized name in renting and selling, 
construction/ industrial equipment to contractors, industry 
and government .. 
If you've got what it tokes to succeed, Hertz Equipment 
Rental is equipped to give you the future. For immediate 
considerotion,pleose fox or send your resume to: 
Attn: Dept. MM, HERTZ EQUIPMENT RENTAL 
CORPORATION, 5201 West Kennedy Blvd., Suite 
715,·Tampa, FL 33609, FAX# (813) 281-2818. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer Equipment Rental 
Choose The Health Care Partner 
Who Gives You c 
What You Really Want. 
If you want to choose a doctor that you already know. 
If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby. 
If you want a health care plan that's known for quality. 
If you want the dependability that comes from a name you know and trust. 
If you want the card that's always recognized. 
If you want it all in a health care plan that 's surprisingly affordable. 
-Then you really want Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's Health Options~-
If your employer gives you a choice, ask for what you really want. And put 
the Blues® behind you. · 




- Blue Shield 
® of Florida 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. and Health Option>. Inc 01-e Independent Licensees of tl1~ Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. 
®' Registered marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. ® Registered mark nf Blue Crr>ss and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
Health Options. Inc. is 1he HMO subsidiary of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, !rye. 
State Employees - Call About 
Health Options 1-SQ0-544-6178. 
N609CP3B 




by LAURA BUNDY 
Theater critic 
There is nothing subtleaboutCommediaDell' Arte. An early 
Italian comedy sty le, commedia traditions are still _apparent in the 
slapstick, mistaken identities and physical comedy of everything 
from Saturday cartoons to ''Must-See TV." It is comedy that, rather 
than tickling your funny bone, hits you over the head for a while until 
you fall to the ground laughing. That kind of raucous fun is just what 
Theatre UCF' s season opener, The Servant of Two Masters, has to 
offer. 
The servant of the title, played full-tilt by Michael Marinaccio, 
is Truffaldino, who stumbles across the pair of estranged lovers, 
each in need of a servant and each searching for the other. To best 
please "his darling," that is, his appetite, Truffaldino attempts to wait 
upon both lovers, the better to help his stomach to a meal. Outra-
geous consequences follow, of course, as he delivers the wrong 
letters, money and meals to ~ach of his demanding masters. · 
Servant is full of wonderfully mad comical characters, and the 
UCF cast doesn't so much bring them to life as animate their 
cartoonish traits. Don Fowler screeches and shakes across the stage 
as the old merchant obsessed with reputation, and Lombardi the 
Lawyer, played oy Jason Moyer, huffs and puffs ipdignantly behind 
him. Kris Diehl is the male dumb blond, and Meghan Drewett is his -
fiancee, Clarice. Drewett has the spoiled brat routine down, but she's 
a lot funnier when she stops shrieking and starts keeping secrets. Her 
servant, played by LisaManuli, has plenty of attitude but not enough 
·focus, while Jenn Remke has the petfect voice for the feisty 
innkeeper, Brighella. 
Perhaps most enjoyable to watch are the lovers and their 
servant. Mindy Shepard is wonderfully likeable as Beatrice, a 
woman disguised as her dead brother. One moment bossy and the 
next uncertain, Shepard shows us why Shakespeare found women 
in drag so funny . As her beloved Florinda, Jorge Luis Cordova is 
hysterical. Walking the line between macho and melodramatic, 
Cordova allows Florindo to mock himself and not even see it. 
The role ofTruffaldino is a show-stealing one, and most of the 
tim~, Marinaccio succeeds. His solo moments are fine, thanks to his 
boundless energy and sense of fun with the audience, but his comic 
timing makes his side of any dialogue among the funniest moments 
of the play. Clowning his way through the show, Marinaccio looks 
like he couldn't be having more fun. 
This is not a "charming" or "delightful" play (except for the 
lovely and functional set); it' s more like kamikaze slapstick. If you'd 
rather roar than chuckle, check out The Servant of Two Masters at 
Theatre UCF, playing through this weekend. For ticket information, 
call at 823-1500. 
Student ID Required 
New Bulbs 







expires I 0/12/96 
••••••• 
Tanning & 
Nails Salon, Inc . 
696-8267 
696-TANS 
Country Lake Village 
1425 Tuskawilla Rd. Ste. 153 








































We do software & hardware 
upgrades and installations . 
2304 B Winter WoodsBlvd 
Winter Park, FL 32792 
Help yourself to build customized systems. SR 436 Semoran 
~//II/JI P1111Uum 100Mhz 
~32MBRAM 
~ 1.3 GB HARD DRIVE 
~ 1.44 MB FLOPPY 
~BXCD-ROM 
~ 28.8 FAX/MODEM 
~ MllllTOWER 
~S949 
~ AMD 5x86-133Mhz 
~16MBRAM 
~1.3 GB HARD DRIVE 
~1.44 MB FlOPPY 
»BX CD-ROM 






limited qty in stock 
Now playing for a limited 
engagement at the 
ORI.ANDO SCIENCE CENTER 
Part of the 
Cosmic Concert Serles 
SHOW SCHEDULE 
The Beatles in 3-D 9:00 p.m . 
Laser Metallica in 3-0 10:00 p.m. 
Laser Flashback in 3-D 11:00 p.m. 
Laser Floyd 
Shines on in 3·0 12:00 Mid. 
Mention UCPs Club Corner 
and receive $1.00 off 
with studentl.D. 
Shows and show times subject to change 
without notice for more 




( 407) 896-7151 
Dlrectlona tv the Oflando Sct.nc• c.nt11r. 
o QuanlilV order Specials o 
Take advanlage ol lhis weeks pricel!! 
Sept. 17th - Sept 25th 1996 
(Limited quantity in stock) • 
2.0 GB Hard drive(Maxtor) ..... ($249) • 
8 MB SIMM ·Modules (72 pin)~ .... ($45) 
• 32 MB SIMM Modules(72pin) ..... ($169). 
1 MB {PCI) Video Card ...... ($32) 
1.2 GB Hard drive ..... ($189) 
8X CD-ROM drive~ ...• ($99) 
16-bit Sound Card ..... ($49) 
(WINDOWS 95 COMPATIBLE) 
Intel Pentium 100 MHz Motherboard 
w/CPU ..... ($239) 
• 
Alafaya Trail 
•Intel Pentium 133 MHz 
•32 MB RAM 
•2 MB Diamond Stealth 
Video memory 
• 2.0 GB Hard drive 
•1.44 MB Floppy drive 
•BX CD-ROM 
•16-bit Sound Card w/spkrs 
•33.6 high speed Fax/Modem 
• 15" SVGA Monitor 
• 104 Key Windows. 95 . 
Keyboard · 
•Microsoft Compatible mouse 
•WINDOWS 95 (pre-installed) 
•$1699 
DONT MISS THIS OFFER!I! 
• • • • • • I~ 11~_6_7~-~~_1_1 _ 
ALL PRICES, AVAILABILITY, SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJE.CT TO CHANGE WITH OUT 
NOTICE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. _ 
Men of UCF 
Are you interested in ..... 
• Competing on a nationally ranked team. 
• Trar.el with UCF Varsity Sports • 
• Book IT uition Schol1t1hips~ 
• Great seats at all gamest 
Tryouts will be held on September 24th & 2Sth at 4pm. to select 
S MEN for the UCF Cheer Team. 
F~r info. call 823-2143 .or stop 11{ the gymnasium at 4pm. on Sept 





THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF kickin' it in TAAC 
Special to the Future 
The University of Central 
Florida men's soccer team ( 4-2/1-
1) out lasted the rain and Florida 
Atlantic University(3-2/1-2)to win 
its second T.rans America Athletic 
Conference game of the season on 
Monday at the UCF Soccer Com-
plex. The Golden Knights earned 
their fourth shutout of the season, 
winning 4-0. 
UCF led 1-0 at halftime after 
Heikki Ritvanen scored a goal on a 
pass from Arno Nurmisto. In the 
second half, amid rain and wind, the 
Golden Knights began to score 
wildly, making three goals in thirty 
minutes. Aristides Silva scored af-
ter a throw-in was deflected off of 
Nunnisto and Ritvanen. Silva then 
scored again off a pass from Eric 
Case. Ritvanen finished up the scor-
ing for UCF with a goal from Jussi 
Wacklin'spass.FAUout-shotUCF 
by two, 17-15. 
The Golden Knights will 
travel toJacksonville University for 
their first road game of their season 
on Saturday. 
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Protecting Daunte: a screenplay of epic proportions 
by SEAN PERRY 
Contributing columnist 
Albuquerque, N.M.-In the 
late '80s Nicholas Cage battled the 
odds and strange desert criminals to 
insure his child's well being in the 
filmRaisingArizona.Lastyear,Halle 
Berry fought society and a belliger-
entmother~ordertosecureherbaby 
in Losing Isiah. So far this season, the 
Golden Knights' coaching staff has 
been concocting the script for an-
other depiction of man's struggles 
with overpowering opposition, and 
this one is going to be aptly ~itled, 
Protecting Daunte. 
In a season filled with transi-
tions, the "small" school is receiving 
a bittersweet welcome to the bigs. 
Considering our student body out-
numbers our respective opponents 
and our stadium is as majestic as they 
come, it seems the ~nly thing bigger 
about our competition is their second 
string. So far, on this month of I-A 
get-a-ways, the new kids on the block 
have sized up-and at times, the 1-
AA alumni have stepped it up. 
The hopes of Athletic Director 
Steve Sloan and Head coach 
McDowell were to be able to field a 
"competative" I-A team. Four min-
utes into the contest in· Columbus, 
80,000 people and 11 Gamecocks 
understood what 'competative' 
meant. The Knights marched against 
a squad that stuffed theGeorgiaBull-
dogs this past weekend. The offense, 
led by sophomore field general 
Daunte Culpepper and the electrify-
ing wide-out Tcxld Cleveland, dem-
onstrated that no team in America has 
a m9re efficient pairing. The Knights' 
optimism and fast start were dashed, 
however, when they realized the in-
evitable-their star quarterback tak-
ing I-A punishment. One quarter into 
the South Carolina game Culpepper 
took it on the ankle and was forced to 
the bench by the final quarter. 
One weekand2000~es later, 
the second half showed similar results 
in New Mexico. Following a defen-
sive dual in the first two quarters, 
Culpepper finally retreated from three 
sacks and found the safety of the side-
lines. This also shelved theCulpepper-
Cleveland connection, once again. 
''We just can't throw the ball,'' 
Cleveland said following the frustrat- · 
ing New _Mexico ' loss. "That's the 
thing. Evecytime we go to run our 
route, Daunte's either running or 
sacked." 
The day preceding the game, 
the New Mexico papers labelled the 
sophomore a "Knight in Shining Ar-
mor," then forgot to mention the rest 
of the King's court, or lack thereof. It 
seem; that when the offensive line, 
which did measure across the board 
with USC and UNM, holds ground a 
blocking back misses an assignment 
on a blitzing linebacker or safety. 
''New Mexico was getting to 
our quarterbacks with less players than 
we had blockers." McDowell said. 
"'That's unacceptableand that's some-
thing I won't tolerate. That tells me 
that someone .is missing his assign-
ment." 
On game day, the New Mexico 
daily featured a quote from coach 
McDowell stating that our 0-line 
couldn't, "protect their mothers." 
As the sun set on the Sandia 
mountain range overlooking Univer-
sity stadium, it becameevidentthat we 
may be truly outmatched. Although, 
our offensive fine held a 30 pound 
advantage on the Lobos, we still 
couldn' tseem to hold off the pressure. 
The problem, which any football ana-
lyst would have confirmed at the be-
ginning of the Knights' transition into 
the upper echelon of college ball, is in 
the depth. The opposition has a side-
line full of players capable enough to 
makeashowingonmostl-AAsquads. 
And as Culpepper incited, they are just 
simply "stronger." The athletes at the , 
Division I level are all big. The teams 
that win, though, are big, strong and 
fast. 
As fiustrating as this may seem 
to the coaches and fans, it appears the 
most disgruntling to Culpepper' score 
of receivers. 
AsfreshmanKennyOarksaid, 
''If Daunte has time he'll throw 500 
yards a game." 
Oeveland expressed bis frus-
tration following the New Mexico 
loss, in which he made two spectacu-
lar grabs downfield, "We should have 
beat this team to death." On the 
opposition's coverage, he described it 
as,."Garbage ... I don't mean to talk 
them down, but the scheme they ran 
today didn't help them out." 
A team that was supposed to 
play rag doll for a Division I schedule 
and quick paydays, is showing up 
each Saturday expecting a victory. 
Following the similar South Carolina 
vs. Georgia outcome, and the first 
three quarters of the New Mexico 
contest, it becomes evident that this 
squad is ready for the bigs. The ques-
tionable defense shutdown the Game-
cocks and Lobos for six quarters, al-
lowing only 13 points, and made the 
stand against William & Mary when 
needed. 
As well, the "Killer C's'' of 
Culpepper, Cleveland and Clark have 
yet to make their impact on the nation 
due to problems with protection. Al-
though, not a top 20 candidate, the 
Golden Knights are making confer-
ences take a second look at a possible 
fourth powerhouse in Florida. Even 
coach McDowell seems at the end of 
wits, "I'm sure Daunte is getting 
discouraged getting knocked down 
so much, wouldn't you?" he ex-
plained. '1f we don't give our quar-
terbacks some protection soon, there 
will be some changes." 
If the offense and the de-
fense can come together on the 
same day, they could compete with 
the majority of teams in the nation. 
Then, maybe this feature film could 
have a happy ending. 
ot 
Quarterback Daunte Culpepper feels the pressure of the 
Lobo defense. The Golden Knights' offense was held 
scoreless for the first time in the Gene McDowell era. 
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